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TV Kantine: the ratings
news posted on May 4th 2009

TV Kantine (the sketch television show aired on May 1st on RTL 4) attracted
1.274.000 viewers (market share: 20.5%). José Hoebee appeared in a parody of
Patty Brard's wedding with The Mask (see news posted on April 30th and April 25th 2009).
source: Kijk Onderzoek

Irene Moors as Patty Brard on "TV Kantine"
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Hans van Hemert to launch a new LUV' act?
news posted on May 4th 2009

A strange issue has been discussed in the Dutch media since April 29th. Record
producer Hans van Hemert would launch a new LUV' act without the original
members. He would recruit younger singers. The maestro, who conceived the whole
LUV' concept, has the right to do it as he holds the copyright on the name of the
formation. However, he hasn't confirmed the news yet on his website.
According to De Telegraaf, the ladies are not amused. Patty Brard has told the
newspaper that Hans might be angry because of the divas success without him. Van
Hemert has complained about what he has considered as "small royalties" for the
latest compilations and the DVD whereas the trio has been well paid for their
performances between 2006 and 2008.
Moreover, Marga Scheide (who has been part of all the trio's line-ups) also owns the
copyright on the group's name. Does it mean that there will be lawsuits like Boney M.
(whose legal rights to the name have been a matter of controversy between Frank
Farian and the band members)? Hopefully not.....
sources: AD.nl, De Telegraaf, Blog.nl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty Brard to have an abdominal wall correction
news posted on May 5th 2009
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TV star Patty Brard is used to plastic surgery. The SBS 6 diva will soon have a
abdominal wall correction to look thinner in addition to her daily exercise and diet.
She wants to look good before her wedding with architect Antoine van de Vijver.
source: De Telegraaf

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty: least popular Dutch female TV host
news posted on May 8th 2009

According to a recent survey conducted by HP/De Tijd (a weekly magazine), Patty
Brard and Gordon are the least popular Dutch TV personalities. Paul de Leeuw and
Wendy van Dijk have been chosen as the most appreciated TV stars. La Brard is
used to such studies that underline her lack of popularity. But on the other hand, her
recent TV shows have been high in the ratings (especially the two seasons of De
Nieuwe Uri Geller). It seems that there is a love/hate relationship between the diva
and the public. Patty has been in the spotlight (without any interruption) for 31 years.
A lot of media specialists have often forecast the end of her career but the lady still
carries on!!!!
source: HP/De Tijd/Omroep Brabant/Blik op Nieuws/kidsweek
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15th Anniversary of "All You Need Is Luv"
news posted on May 8th 2009

The ladies last studio album (All You Need Is Luv') was relased in 1994, almost a
year after their incredible comeback. I admit it's far from being their best record. Read
what I've written about it on the “Articles” page.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Photo shoot of Patty & her Shownieuws colleagues
news posted on May 8th 2009

The Shownieuws team (incl. Patty Brard)

Patty and her colleagues of SBS 6's Shownieuws (Viktor Brand, Sjimmy
Bruijninckx and Evert Santegoeds) have recently made a funny photo shoot.
source: SBS Shownieuws
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José Hoebee to announce her "good news" very soon!!!
news posted on May 9th 2009

José Hoebee told last month that she would announce good news in May (see archives,
news posted on April 5th). In a message posted yesterday, the singer urged her fans to "keep
an eye on SBS 6's Shownieuws this week". Moreover, she will be the guest of
honour with her "surprise" on "Life & Cooking" (aired on Sunday, May 17th on RTL
4). Patty Brard, who hosts Shownieuws, already knows it and think it's terrific! José
promised her to reveal the scoop on her TV show. So stay tuned!!!
source: José Hoebee Official Fansite

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
José's secret finally revealed!!!
news posted on May 13th 2009

José & Anny Schilder

José's secret project has finally been revealed yesterday evening on SBS6's
"Shownieuws". Her fan club has also confimed the great news: the singer has
recorded a duet with Anny Schilder (former member of BZN, the most succesful
Dutch band ever). The song (which will be released as a single on May 18th) is a
cover version of a big hit originally performed by The Ronettes in 1963: "Be my
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Baby". José and Anny will appear on Life & Cooking (aired on RTL 4 on Sunday,
May 17th, see Agenda).
source: SBS 6 Shownieuws / José Hoebee's official fan club

José & Anny Schilder to perform on TROS Muziekfeest
news posted on May 15th 2009

In addition to their apperance on Life & Cooking (see news posted on May 9th and 13th), José and
Anny Schilder will be performing on a music TV show "TROS Muziekfeest".
The details about the broadcast will be mentioned later.
source: José Hoebee official fan club

Hans van Hemert's brief appearance on Shownieuws
news posted on May 15th 2009

Hans van Hemert in his studio

Hans van Hemert (Luv's father) has briefly and recently appeared on Shownieuws
aired on SBS 6. Actually the entertainment news program has done a report on
Mouth & MacNeal who have rehearsed for TV performances in Germany in the
studio of the maestro. This pop act was Van Hemert's brainchild in 1971 and
his greatest export success (in addition to Luv'). The original members were Sjoukje
Smit-van 't Spijker (a.k.a Maggie MacNeal) and Willem Duyn (a.k.a Mouth who
died in 2004). The two of them scored a string of international hits from 1971 to 1974
including "How do you do?". In late 2008, Maggie MacNeal launched a new
version of the group with Arie Ribbens (the new "Mouth"). Their intention is to
conquer Germany as they did more than 35 years ago.
source: SBS 6 Shownieuws
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Mouth & MacNeal rehearsing in Hans van Hemert's studio

Patty about her abdominal wall correction
news posted on May 17th 2009

Unlike a lot of celebrities, La Brard is straightforward. She has often explained to the
media that she has got plastic surgery (botox, silicon lips, breast augmentation...).
Two days ago, she told Shownieuws (the entertainment news program on SBS
6) about her abdominal wall correction (see news posted on May 5th 2009). The operation
was scheduled for May 16th. I wish Patty a speedy recovery.
source: SBS 6 Shownieuws

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Anny Schilder & José Hoebee: available for booking
news posted on May 17th 2009

Anny Schilder & José Hoebee (whose single "Be my baby" will be released on
May 18th) can now be booked for 30-minute live performances (corporate events,
private parties and concerts...). Their current agency is BME Bookings. Their show
includes their duet, BZN and Luv' songs as well as solo hits.
Anny & José on the site of BME Bookings: http://www.bmebookings.nl/annyschilder-en-jose-hoebee/anny-schilder-en-jose-hoebee.htm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Anny & José on Life & Cooking
news posted on May 18th 2009

Be my baby, the duet single of Anny Schilder and José Hoebee, is out now!!!
Yesterday, the singers officially presented their new record and the music video that
accompanies the track on "Life & Cooking" (broadcast on RTL 4). The TV program
attracted 626.000 viewers (market share: 15.5%).
The ladies explained how they had the idea of recording a song together. In late
2008, Anny asked José if she wanted to perform a duet, after a show they did in
Benidorm (Spain). They chose to sing a cover version of a Phil Spector pop classic
originally rendered by The Ronettes. José told Irene Moors and Carlo Boszhard
(the hosts of Life & Cooking) that she had always wanted to sing this pop/R&B
standard of the 1960's. Moreover, Anny & José were asked to express their opinion
on the latest Eurovision Song Contest. Miss Hoebee said that this event doesn't
deal with the song anymore but instead it has got to do with the show. The Luv'
vocalist regretted the time when a live orchestra was used.
By the way, Jos Theuns and Peter Boonstra (of José's fan club) were in the
audience. Jos even answered funny questions of Boszhard.
Moreover, the English and the Dutch versions of the video of Be my baby have been
uploaded on YouTube.
source: Kijk Onderzoek/RTL 4

Jos and Peter of the José Hoebee's fan club
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José hypersensitive
news posted on May 19th 2009

De Telegraaf (the largest Dutch daily morning newspaper) has published today an
article about José Hoebee in its "Privé" page. The artist has trouble with her vocal
folds, as well as with her nose and hearing. It can be a problem for the career of any
singer. José has got medicine to heal her otolaryngology disorder. Hopefully she
will be in tip-top shape for her performances with Anny Schilder. The duo is
expected to sing their single "Be my baby" on the TV show "TROS Muziekfeest"
(whose recording will take place in Barcelona, Spain on May 29th).
source: De Telegraaf/Shownieuws

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Anny & José to perform on Hart voor muziek
news posted on May 19th 2009

Anny Schilder & José Hoebee will be performing their single (Be my single) on
Hart voor Muziek (a music TV show that is broadcast on 23 Dutch local channels).
The recording of the programme will take place in the Brabant House (a venue in
Helmond) on Sunday, May 24th from 2:00 to 6:30 pm. Gerard Joling, Jacques
Herb, Gebroeders Ko and other acts are also expected to sing.
source: hartvoormuziek.nl
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Patty in Top 10 of "Holland's most unpleasant celebrities"
news posted on May 21st 2009

Revu (a Dutch magazine) has recently revealed the results of a poll about "Holland's
most unpleasant celebrity" (see news posted on April 16th). Patty Brard has been ranked #7.
source: Revu.nl/Eurosong/Radiowereld

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty satisfied with her new abdomen
news posted on May 21st 2009

La Brard had an abdominal wall correction five days ago (see news posted on May 17th). She
told the daily newspaper "De Telegraaf" that she was happy with the results of the
operation and that she felt "thin" again. The SBS 6 host has to rest for two weeks.
Moreover, the latest issue of Weekend (celebrity gossip magazine) described Patty's
operation as a "birthday present".
source: De Telegraaf/Weekend
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"Be my baby" available on Marista.nl
news posted on May 22nd 2009

Be my baby, the duet single of Anny Schilder and José Hoebee, has recently been
released. Since May 18th, it's available on the online store of the Marista label. To
buy it: http://www.marista.nl/
The track has been produced by Piet Souer (who wrote the LUV' repertoire with
Hans van Hemert in their heyday) and Will Hoebee (José's husband).
Credits of the CD Single (thanks to Yvonne!!!):
1. Be my baby (English version) 3:05
(E.Greenwich/J.Barry/P.Spector - Publ: Universal Music)
2. Be my baby (Dutch version) 3:05
(E.Greenwich/J.Barry/P.Spector/P. Souer - Publ: Universal Music)
Label: Marista
Produced by Piet Souer and Will Hoebee
Arranged by Piet Souer
Sound engineer: Pieter de Boer
Recorded at Swamp Studio in Raamsdonk (http://www.swampmuziekstudio.com/)
Photo: Woods Fotografie
Make-up: Jedidjah Kuijten
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Anny & José in Weekend magazine and soon on Mooi! Weer de Leeuw!
news posted on May 24th 2009

The celebrity gossip magazine "Weekend" has published an article about Anny
Schilder & José Hoebee in its latest issue. The mag has underlined the fact that
José has left Luv' down because of the promotion of her duet single "Be my baby".
This is a wrong information as the group hasn't announced their break-up.
Moreover, good news: Anny & José will be appearing on the TV show "Mooi! Weer
de Leeuw! / The Day After" on Vara/Nederland 1 next sunday on 8:20 pm.
source: José Hoebee Fan Club

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
30 years ago: Lots of Luv'
news posted on May 26th 2009

Release party of "Lots of Luv"

30 years ago, Luv's second LP entitled "Lots of Luv" (released by
Phonogram/Philips records) entered the Dutch album charts. It rapidly became a
big selling record, not only in the Netherlands but also in the neighboring European
countries. I've written an article about it. To read it, see the “Articles” page.
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Anny & José in purple in Hart voor muziek
news posted on May 27th 2009
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Anny Schilder and José Hoebee (dressed in purple) performed their single (Be my
baby) at the Brabant House in Helmond for the recording of the Hart voor Muziek
TV programme on May 24th.
source: hartvoormuziek.nl/José Hoebee Fan Club
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